
Question: Instructor Comments

Professor Gehl provided a lot of resources and suggestions to help acheive objectives in this course. I appreciated the examples he gave and files that were
available for reference. Everything was organized week by week which was helpful in knowing exactly where you are in the course. All files for download were
also organized conveniently and i felt there was no confusion on where to find what i needed.

I loved how he creat ed assignments based on what he learned in class. His pre made content was SUPER helpful.

N/A

Fun environment computers

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

 Text ResponsesInstructor

Spring 2016, COMM 3510 Intro to Web Design Section 2
Instructor: GEHL, ROBERT (Primary)

University of Utah

There were: 19 possible respondents.
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70% (7)30% (3)5.245.235.55.295.275.753%10Overall effective instructor (GEHL)15

67% (6)33% (3)5.395.305.675.375.375.6747%9
Instructor available for student
consultation (GEHL)

14

60% (6)30% (3)10% (1)5.405.345.755.415.425.253%10
Instructor encouraged questions/
opinions (GEHL)

13
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11
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(GEHL)

10

60% (6)30% (3)10% (1)5.305.225.675.245.245.253%10Instructor was organized (GEHL)9

60% (6)30% (3)10% (1)5.075.105.435.155.135.253%10Overall effective course7
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Professor Gehl made himself very available and open. I don't believe anyone in the course ever felt so intimidated by the content or Professor Gehl himself that
they wouldn't ask for assistance or clarity. Professor Gehl made it a healthy and safe learning environment and was supportive and welcoming in his teaching
style.

GEHL

He was super understanding, patient and kind.GEHL

Super helpful and understanding and explained everything very wellGEHL

N/AGEHL
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